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INTRODUCTION
The Developmental Consequences of RNA Processing
In recent years there have been enormous advances in our views here will stimulate progress in investigating the de-
velopmental roles of various protein isoforms in the extra-understanding of RNA processing. There is growing evi-
cellular matrix. Similarly the role of antisense RNA mole-dence that these mechanisms, often very subtle ones, are
cules in development is likely to be a future topic in acrucial for developmental decision making. Many reviewers
similar review series.and indeed much of the research have focused on the actual
The reviews cover four topics. Translational control inRNA processing and its control rather than the downstream
spermatogenesis emphasizes the unique advantages offereddifferences caused by these processes. (One exception is
by this stage of development for identifying just how trans-RNA processing in Xenopus oogenesis and early em-
lation is repressed by RNA binding proteins. Once meiosisbryogenesis, which has been extensively reviewed recently
has been entered and transcription ®nally ceases, the tissueand is not covered here.) For example, there are many genes
is forced to control the subsequent developmental eventswhich generate multiple transcripts, either by using differ-
by methods other than transcriptional activity. The reviewent promoters or by differential splicing of introns and ex-
concentrates on what is known in Drosophila and theons. Those generated vary in different tissues and at differ-
mouse.ent times in development. Some of these encode transcrip-
Another way of controlling translation, both spatially andtion factors and the subtly different proteins they encode
temporally, is by mRNA localization. This can be used ascould have different target sites or may interact with differ-
a method of producing proteins in speci®c locations in cellsent trans-acting proteins, thus altering gene expression in
or in the oocyte and embryo as a way of generating a mor-different ways at different times in development.
phogenetic gradient to control patterning. One review con-mRNA has many other modi®cations such as 5* caps,
centrates on Drosophila, where much is known, but alsolong 3*-untranslated regions and poly(A) tails. Some of these
makes comparisons with Xenopus and nematodes wheremodi®cations are crucial for development. The 5* or 3* UTR
possible. In this case, the developmental consequences arecan provide a mechanism for translational repression or
extremely well understood and are crucial for the establish-RNA localization. At speci®c points in development there
ment of germ cell, oocyte, and embryonic polarity.are special needs to control development at the level of
Another review covers alternately spliced transcriptiontranslation. In spermatogenesis cis-acting sequences in the
factors. Genes such as those encoding the homeodomain5* and the 3* UTR can contain translational repressors,
proteins in many organisms generate multiple transcripts,allowing translation to occur only at the correct time for
as do those encoding steroid hormone receptors and manymaking the proteins needed to assemble sperm. Similar
other regulatory proteins. These events are crucial steps inkinds of mechanisms are required in oogenesis, where many
regulating developmental decisions within these organisms.stored maternal messages are only translated after fertiliza-
In the ®nal review an example of alternate splicing, whichtion. Polyadenylation probably plays a key role here in some
has dramatic consequences, namely the decision of a Dro-systems.
sophila embryo to become either male or female, is dis-Many components of the extracellular matrix are encoded
cussed in detail.by genes which produce subtle variations in the protein
We hope these reviews will be of value to students andsequence by alternate splicing of the RNA. Unfortunately,
teachers and will stimulate discussion and further experi-while everyone believes this must have crucial develop-
ments in this exciting ®eld.mental consequences, the research is not yet at a level
where those active in the ®eld felt that they could review MARY BOWNES
the area from a developmental viewpoint. Perhaps the re- Guest Editor
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